Inside TulaneMed relaunches this week, and is your go-to source of the week’s SoM news you can use. Publishing every Monday at 9am, it will list important events, webinars, news and information in a short, easy-to-skim format, so that we can save you from listserv overload. Submit events, news or story considerations to insidetulanemed@wave.tulane.edu by 5pm each Thursday for inclusion in the following Monday’s edition.

News

1. Robert S. Hoover, MD, is new Chief of the Section of Nephrology and Hypertension

2. Longtime local physician James Tebbe, MD, joins Tulane, accepting new patients

3. Promotions and changes in School of Medicine leadership

4. Tulane launches ‘biobank’ for researchers studying causes of long COVID-19

5. FOX 8 highlights cancer research going on in Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

6. Christine Bojanowski, MD, named a Gilead Sciences Research Scholars

7. Fourth-year student named to Board of Directors of Southern Medical Association

8. Living Well clinic offers preventive medicine and urgent care to all Tulane employees

9. Tulane tops New Orleans City Business Health Care Heroes list
Events of the Week

QIAGEN Ingenuity Pathway Analysis for grant writing and publications webinar, **Wednesday, August 11th, at 10am.** For more information, click [here](#).

Dean's open office hours, **Thursday, August 19th, at 1pm.**

Lagniappe

**Share:** A new fellowship focused on maternal health is [seeking applicants](#).

**Congratulate:** The School of Medicine's Corlis Trepagnier is celebrating [40 years](#) at Tulane!

---

**Hoover named Section Chief**

Welcome **Robert S. Hoover Jr., MD,** as the new Chief of the Section of Nephrology and Hypertension. Dr. Hoover brings three decades worth of study, experience and mentorship to his new role at Tulane.

“Dr. Hoover is an accomplished physician, educator and investigator,” says Lee Hamm, MD., dean of Tulane University School of Medicine. “He will bring fresh perspectives and new ideas, and with his collaborative spirit will become an integral part of School of Medicine community as we strive to deliver excellence in our core mission areas of education, patient care and research.”

Dr. Hoover comes to Tulane from Emory University School of Medicine. He’s board-certified in internal medicine and nephrology.
Tebbe joins Tulane

Longtime New Orleans family medicine physician James Tebbe, MD is now here at Tulane. Dr. Tebbe is a board-certified family physician who treats both adolescents and adults for various acute and chronic medical conditions. He has a special interest in diabetes, lifestyle management, and sports medicine.

Dr. Tebbe is taking new patients and is available both Uptown and in Metairie. To make an appointment, go to tulanedoctors.com.